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1. Introduction   

The local men appeared relaxed and friendly in the presence of the Marines. 
But they said they were too frightened of the Taliban to go to the polls on 
Thursday and doubtful that the Marines could protect them...“When you leave 
here, the Taliban will come at night and ask us why we were talking to you,” a 
villager named Abdul Razzaq said. “If we cooperate, they would kill us.” 

Dexter Filkins, New York Times, August 2009.1 

The generation of fear within individuals or groups can often be an effective means 
of influencing behaviour. This use of “fear appeal” has been employed extensively 
throughout Afghanistan’s recent history and, in particular by the Pushtun insurgent 
group, the Taliban. But, while there have been numerous studies of the Taliban’s use 
of communication to inform, influence and propagandise as a whole, the specific use 
of fear per se does not appear to have been studied in detail—if at all.  

This paper is intended to look at the use of fear by the Taliban to achieve their 
goals since their forcible removal from power in Afghanistan at the hands of a US-led 
international military coalition in late 2001. Since the first appearance of the Taliban 
movement, in Afghanistan in the early 1990s, the movement has made extensive use 
of fear as a means of persuading the population to comply with its extreme 
interpretation of Islam. Beatings, amputations and executions were commonplace 
throughout the country, particularly after the Taliban seized control of the capital, 
Kabul, in 1996 and expanded to dominate around 90% of the country by 2001. The 
football stadium in Kabul became notorious for its use as a place of execution and 
punishment. The Afghan population were, at this time, perhaps particularly 
vulnerable to the use of fear.  After a graphic description of an execution in Kandahar 
in 1997, the journalist Ahmed Rashid gives his assessment on the reasons for the 
success of the Taliban’s “way of justice”:  

A mixture of fear, acceptance, total exhaustion and devastation after years of war and more than 1.5 
million dead have forced many Afghans to accept the Taliban.2  

More recently, with the re-emergence of the Taliban as a capable and confident 
insurgency movement intent on re-establishing itself within Afghanistan, the 
movement has continued to make use of fear—communicated through a range of 
media and direct actions—as one means of trying to ensure that its influence across 
the country is strengthened and extended and that of its opponents, the Afghan 
government and the international community, is undermined. 

The paper will examine, by the study of examples, the methods by which the 
Taliban employ fear to further their own political and military objectives. It will then 
attempt to assess the effectiveness of Taliban use of fear and to see if there are any 
conclusions, themes or trends that can be deduced. It would be unwise to see the use 
of fear appeal in Afghanistan purely in the sense of Taliban threats of violence against 

 
1 Filkins, D., ‘Threats by Taliban May Sway Vote in Afghanistan’, New York Times, 17 Aug. 2009, 

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/17/world/asia/17taliban.html 
2 Rashid, A., Taliban: The Story of the Afghan Warlords (Pan Books: London, 2001), pp 2-4.  
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the Afghan population and the population conforming—or not— to Taliban demands. 
Fear appeals are transmitted, received and responded to differently by a range of 
target audiences and there are other actors in addition to the Afghan population. This 
paper will focus on the two main Taliban targets for their application of fear appeal—
the Afghan population and the international community. Although the paper will look 
primarily at the Afghan Taliban, it will additionally try to consider any differences 
between Afghan and Pakistani Taliban in terms of their use of fear appeal. Finally it 
will attempt to draw some conclusions about the effectiveness of the Taliban use of 
fear appeal and possible means of countering such tactics, together with 
recommendations for future study.  

Methodology 
 
There are some limitations to this study and the paper should be considered an 

attempt to highlight likely themes and trends only. Open sources only have been used. 
Academic papers that have formed some of the theoretical basis for the initiation of 
this paper have little relevance to this form of the use of fear appeal, being focused 
primarily on health-related studies, such as the use of safety belts in cars or the risk of 
catching an illness. However, these papers highlight more generally the difficulties of 
collecting reliable data regarding the impact of fear on behaviour. 

The relation or lack of relation of fear to persuasion has been hampered by three factors: major 
methodological weakness; the difficulty of testing some of the competing theories; and the failure to 
collect sufficient data on fear during the studies.3  

 
The context of Afghanistan is very different and fear appeal represents a blurred—

but perhaps restrictively narrow—sub-set of the wider issue of the Taliban’s 
information activities and intentions, whether we call this “hearts and minds”, 
psychological operations, information operations or simply propaganda.  

So little is still known about the motivations, drives and fears of the Taliban, the 
Pushtun tribes and indeed the Afghan population as a whole, but we should also 
beware of seeing “fear” through Western eyes. David Kilcullen notes that Taliban 
application of Sharia law—however harsh to international observers—in areas that 
the Taliban dominate or control, is frequently seen as a positive thing by local 
villagers. 

The Taliban may be cruel—everyone acknowledges this—but they are seen as fair.4 

 
But we should be clear that the use of fear to influence and persuade is but one 

method the Taliban employ as they seek to change behaviour. There is considerable 
evidence to suggest that the Taliban’s use of fear appeal may be in the minority when 
considering the persuasion techniques and communication methods they employ as a 
whole.  

 
3 Soames, R. F., ‘Effective and Ineffective Use of Fear in Heath Promotion Campaigns’, American Journal of 

Public Health, Vol. 78, No. 2, 1988, p.163. 
4 Kilcullen, D., The Accidental Guerilla, (Hurst and Company, London, 2009), p.47. 
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A degree of popular backing was needed by the Taliban in order to establish a structure to support the 
insurgency inside Afghanistan…seeking popular support was also part of a wider strategy to split the 
state from the population…the Taliban showed a remarkable readiness to engage local communities and 
appropriate their grievances against the central government or the foreign troops…5 

 
Apart from opinion polls (which are, almost by definition, somewhat problematic 

in terms of reliability), measurable data is limited or non-existent in what is a very 
dangerous and complex operating environment—perhaps even more so when 
considering the Pakistani Taliban. Much information about Taliban communication 
methods and its impact—particularly at the local level—is anecdotal or has not been 
collected in a standardised format. It has certainly not been collected with analysis of 
fear appeal in mind.  

This makes it extremely difficult when attempting to judge the actual effectiveness 
of Taliban fear appeal. Our assessment of Taliban fear appeal effectiveness is crucial 
to our approach to developing countermeasures. We should only be expending effort 
and finite resources to counter practises that we judge to be an effective and 
damaging threat. These are issues that would need addressing in future studies of this 
area. 

What is clear is that fear appeal, as a form of persuasion and influence, is used by 
most key actors within Afghanistan, whether deliberately or not and fear impacts on 
different groups in different ways. When considering the impact of Taliban attempts 
to use fear appeal on a given audience, we should also recognise that other forms of 
fear and persuasion are being brought to bear on the target audience at the same time 
from different directions. Competing messages are seeking to influence. Predictability 
of the impact of fear appeal becomes consequently more problematic. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5 Giustozzi, A., Koran, Kalashnikov and Laptop: the neo-Taliban insurgency in Afghanistan (Columbia University 

Press: West Sussex, 2008), p. 113. 
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2. Background 

It is not the purpose of this paper to re-examine in detail the origins of this latest stage 
of Afghanistan’s troubles, but it is important to look in a little detail at the rise, fall 
and rise again of the Taliban, in order to get an understanding of their nature, 
motivations, goals and behaviour in search of these goals.   

 
Origins of the Taliban 

The Taliban movement probably originated in the refugee camps populated by 
Afghans (in particular Pushtuns) displaced during the Soviet occupation. But it 
certainly coalesced around disillusioned former mujahideen and Pushtun youth fired 
up with an extreme vision of Islam gained in the madrassas of Pakistan which for 
many of them served as a surrogate for parents and a provider of the only—almost 
entirely religious—education they had ever had. The madrassas functioned as a cross 
between a school, hostel and a religious centres for children and young men who had 
known nothing but war and displacement.   

After the initial optimism following the defeat of the Soviet Army and the 
subsequent downfall of the Soviet puppet regime of President Sayid Mohammed 
Najibullah in 1992, the various victorious mujahideen groups began fighting amongst 
themselves. The Taliban (literally ‘religious students’), angered by the corruption and 
self-interest of Afghan warlords, promised a pure and fair interpretation of Islam that 
aimed to return the country to the days of the Prophet Muhammad. This struck a 
chord with the warlord-weary Pushtun populace, most of whom craved only some 
semblance of law and order. Supported militarily and financially by Pakistan, who 
saw in the Taliban a means of influencing the region, successful Taliban reprisals 
against corrupt local Pushtun warlords created a ‘bandwagon’ of pro-Taliban support 
in the south of the country. Many pragmatic Pushtun tribal leaders and even warlords 
from other ethnic groups, fearing the Taliban’s rapid rise to power, chose to be swept 
up in this popular movement, judging it safer to join the Taliban rather than fight it. 

In essence, the Taliban world view has been shaped by a combination of “limiting” 
factors: limited access to media, education, ideas of governance and conflict 
resolution, limited access to other countries and limited tolerance of people of 
different religious or cultural backgrounds. Since their removal from power, the 
initially “anti-modern” Taliban have recognised that modern technology and media 
can be useful for their insurgency. If the Taliban movement has now expanded its 
horizons, it has been through the prisms of al-Qaeda, the insurgency in Iraq and a 
more extreme strain of “Taliban” in the form of what Ahmed Rashid identifies as 
“Pakistani Taliban”.6 Although the insurgency is still conducted in a “home grown” 
Afghan guerrilla-style (suicide bombing being the notable exception), some Taliban 
now perceive and portray themselves as part of a ‘global jihad’. 

Recent history – the fall and re-emergence of the Taliban 
 
Following the repeated refusal of the Taliban to comply fully with international calls 
to hand over Osama Bin Laden, following the September 2001 terrorist attacks in 

 
6 Rashid, A., Descent into chaos (Penguin Group: London, 2008)  
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America, a US-led military operation, sanctioned through UN Resolution 1368 
(recognising the US right to self defence), commenced against the Taliban regime on 
7 October 2001.  

The US operations relied upon a combination of cruise missile strikes, extensive 
employment of airpower, special forces and pragmatic and rapidly-arranged 
collaborations with the Taliban’s opponent in the civil war, the Northern Alliance. 

The Taliban fought in a fragmented, but recognisably conventional fashion and 
they were ultimately unable to resist the combination of US military might and an 
emboldened Northern Alliance. The brittle crust of conventional Taliban military 
capability unravelled rapidly under the weight of US airpower and Northern Alliance 
ground assaults. 

Many Taliban leaders and fighters defected (in some cases back) to the Northern 
Alliance and many others elected to retire to the Tribal Areas of Pakistan where they 
would find supportive and like-minded Pushtun tribes. Many more dispersed to their 
home villages in southern Afghanistan and, temporarily at least, resumed normal 
tribal life. Kabul fell to the Northern Alliance on 13 November 2001 and the city at 
the heart of the Taliban support base, Kandahar, was captured a month later, on 13 
December 2001.7 

With the apparent removal of the Taliban as a viable political and military entity, 
the international community responded quickly with their own political and military 
initiatives. A UN—endorsed Bonn Agreement provided a direction for the 
reconstruction of a democratically-based political system in Afghanistan, 
commencing with an Interim Authority and followed by an Emergency Loya Jirga 
(ELJ) to choose a Transitional Authority. A Constitutional Loya Jirga would follow. 
The military strand to the international response was equally rapid: a multi-nation 
International Security Assistance Force (ISAF), headed up initially by a British 
command structure, deployed a military presence to Kabul on 20 December 2001.8 

The efforts of the International Community intensified, focusing on the provision 
of aid, advice, training, reconstruction and security in Kabul and then into the wider 
country. A fledgling interim Afghan government and administration, with Hamid 
Karzai at its head, began to emerge: a Loya Jirga approved the re-drafted Afghanistan 
Constitution in January 2004 and successful Presidential elections in October 2004 
confirmed Karzai’s position. The first parliamentary elections in over 30 years were 
held in September 2005, and in January 2006, the London Conference inaugurated the 
five year Afghan National Development Strategy (ANDS).9 On paper at least, the 
future prospects for Afghanistan were looking good.  

 
7 Seyboldt, Taylor B., ‘Major armed conflicts’, SIPRI Yearbook 2002: Armaments, Disarmament and 

International Security (Oxford University Press: Oxford, 2002), pp 40-42. 
8 The multinational International Security Assistance Force (ISAF) is mandated under Chapter VII of the United 

Nations (UN) Charter (Peace Enforcing) by UN Security Resolutions 1386, 1413, 1444, 1510, 1563, 1623, 1659 and 
1707.  It exists in accordance with the Bonn Agreement of 6 December 2001.  ISAF’s stated primary role is to support 
the Afghanistan Government in providing and maintaining a secure environment in order to facilitate the re-building 
of Afghanistan.  More than 50 000 troops make up ISAF, with contributions from 40 nations and ISAF’s area of 
operations covers the whole of Afghanistan. ISAF website <http://www.nato.int/ISAF/index.htm 

9 The London Conference on Afghanistan provided the formal launch of the Afghanistan Compact.  The 
conference discussed the key elements which the Compact addresses: security, governance, reconstruction, 
development and counter-narcotics.  The conference provided an opportunity for the Government of Afghanistan to 
present its Interim National Development Strategy which sets out its political and economic plans and priorities for 
the next five years. It was also an occasion for the international community to renew its political and financial 
commitment in support of the Strategy, and of the goals agreed in the Compact. 
<http://collections.europarchive.org/tna/20080205132101/<http://www.fco.gov.uk/servlet/Front?pagename=OpenMar
ket/Xcelerate/ShowPage&c=Page&cid=1133773247211 
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The emergence of a Taliban insurgency 
 
Working against this progress, with slowly increasing capability, confidence and 

resources, the Taliban began to re-emerge. The North West Frontier Province, 
Baluchistan and the Tribal Areas of Pakistan proved an invaluable safe haven from 
which to regroup, retrain and re-arm. The Taliban’s morale probably reached its 
lowest point in the aftermath of the Presidential elections of 2004, where it appeared 
the Afghan population where very happy to take part in a democratic electoral process 
despite the threats and warnings made by the Taliban not to take part. But since their 
fall in 2001, the remnants of the regime continued to make efforts to re-establish 
themselves as a viable political and military force. The Taliban gradually evolved into 
an effective insurgency.  

The principle reasons for this re-emergence and the ongoing persistence of the 
Taliban-led insurgency are:  

 
1. A historically strong tribal gun culture and rejection of external control.10 
2. A large base of residual ‘folk’ experience of guerrilla fighting against the 

Soviets.  
3. A unifying motivation in Islam, compatible with Pushtun tribal values.  
4. A ‘safe haven’ in Pakistan’s tribal areas from which to regroup and reorganise. 
5. A pool of recruits from amongst poor and uneducated groups on both sides of the 

Afghan-Pakistani border, combined with growing strength and support from within 
the Pakistani Taliban extremist groups.  

6. Inspiration (and some practical knowledge gained) from the insurgency in Iraq. 
7. The practical geographical, financial and infrastructural difficulties encountered 

by the new Afghan regime in extending its reach and influence, despite assistance 
from the international community. 

Perhaps the turning point in Taliban fortunes was demonstrated during the fighting 
in southern Afghanistan in the summer of 2006: ‘British paratroopers have, as senior 
commanders admit, been involved in the most prolonged period of intense fighting 
since the Korean War. What should have been a security operation covering a major 
reconstruction effort to win “hearts and minds” has turned into a full-blown war’.11 
The story of 2006 to 2009 has been that of increased insurgent capability 
overshadowing the efforts of the international community and the Afghan 
government. The 2008 Presidential elections were largely judged to be corrupt and 
massively flawed. Prospects for the 2010 Parliamentary elections look equally 
gloomy. Rebuilding Afghanistan remains hampered by a lack of strategy, poor co-
ordination, a fragmented approach and weakening resolve of the international 
community in the face of increasing casualties. 

 
10 ‘…the Pathan—of whatever tribe—has a strong pride in being a Pathan. The tribal group is the limit of the 

extent to which the Pathan is prepared to abate his jealously guarded individualism... ...To the world outside his tribal 
group...the Pathan’s attitude alternates between a total indifference and a kind of tigerish contempt for the rest of the 
human animal kingdom... ...all this makes the Pathan a man to be liked and respected, to be treated tactfully and 
carefully; and a man rarely, if ever, to be organised within the impersonal conventions of a modern state’. Griffiths, J., 
Afghanistan (Pall Mall Press: London, 1967), p. 61. 

11 Tweedie, N., ‘Troops use up ammo as war with Taliban claims 14th life’, Daily Telegraph, 28 Aug. 2006. 
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The Taliban’s goals and strategy  

The Taliban’s ultimate goal is to achieve a fundamentalist Islamic state of 
Afghanistan under Sharia law and to eject foreign influence. Mullah Omar was 
quoted in 2007 as saying: ‘foreign troops should leave Afghanistan and then the 
institutions they created should be dismantled.’12 This goal has stayed consistent. 
From a limited range of options, they reverted to an insurgency campaign with many 
strategic, operational and tactical similarities to the highly effective “Jihad”, the 
mujahideen insurgency campaign against the Soviets in the 1980s.  

The Taliban continue to attack the resolve of the international community and the 
Afghan government. They use fear, violence, intimidation, threats and propaganda 
activities, intending to undermine the Afghan government by inflicting high casualties 
on ISAF and Afghan National Security Forces (the army and the police). In addition, 
they target infrastructure, institutions and personalities, with the intention of 
demonstrating their growing presence and capabilities.13  

Taliban propaganda and information activities have played an important part in 
shaping perception and support. Their efforts are improving each year, a reflection of 
a slowly developing understanding of communications technology, the mass media, 
the wider world and the value of “Hearts and Minds” initiatives.  Their information 
operations, propaganda activities and direct actions, in particular the application, or 
threat, of physical violence continue to generate fear and uncertainty amongst the 
population. Whilst fear, on its own, may not secure direct and long-term support for 
the Taliban, it is almost certainly causing a withholding of support and disengagement 
of the populace for the Afghan government as increasing numbers choose to sit on the 
fence and await developments.14 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
12 Khan, I., ‘Omar threatens to intensify war: Talks with Karzai govt ruled out’, Dawn, 4 Jan. 2007, 

<http://www.dawn.com/2007/01/04/top4.htm 
13 Nelson, Soraya, S., ‘Taliban’s shifting tactics define Afghanistan conflict’, NPR, 4 Mar. 2008, quoting Nathan, 

J, of the International Crisis Group, “[The Taliban] are not going to overrun Kabul anytime soon, but they hope to just 
create a general air of instability and wear the other side out.” 
<http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=87863445 

14 Foxley, T., ‘The Taliban’s propaganda activities: how well is the Afghan insurgency communicating and what 
is it saying?’ SIPRI Project Paper, June 2007, <http://www.sipri.org/contents/conflict/foxleytaliban 
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3. Taliban use of fear appeal in Afghanistan 

Once this government falls, we will be in power. We will have your documents, 
your résumés, your names and your addresses. We will come and punish you, 

Night letter, quoted in Time Magazine, July 200615 

Introduction 
 
The complex and difficult environment of contemporary Afghanistan significantly 

compounds any methodological problems of fear appeal analysis, particularly when 
the target for analysis, the Taliban, remains little known and little understood 
grouping. However, it is perhaps possible to make some general observations that 
apply to the situation in Afghanistan.  

It is important to recognise that fear appeal is not the only method of persuasion 
used by the Taliban and it is not only the Taliban who are using fear as a means of 
persuasion. If the key main actor groupings in Afghanistan can be crudely 
summarised as: 

 
a) the international community,  
b) the Afghan populace, and  
c) the insurgents,  
 

each group has certain set of fears and concerns that, in the right circumstances, can 
cause its behaviour to be influenced (see Annex 1). Fear can be observed to affect 
each of these three groups to greater or lesser degrees. It is plausible to suggest that 
each grouping employs the use of fear appeal—intentionally, unwittingly, directly or 
indirectly—against the other two, whether by deed or word. Annex 2 suggests the 
efforts to generate fear between each of the three main actor groups: the Afghan 
population, the international community and the Taliban. 

Techniques used by the Taliban 
 
Analysts have highlighted the Taliban’s differing approaches in different areas as 

they try to gain influence and/or support. In areas where the Afghan government is 
seen as corrupt and oppressive, the Taliban have attempted to present themselves as a 
viable alternative government, but where the Afghan government is more efficient 
and governing with care, this method may not be so viable and other options need to 
be applied.16 

But there are no “hard and fast” rules governing Taliban methods employed—many 
factors will have an impact upon the measures local Taliban groups choose to use: the 
history of the region, tribal allegiances, the dynamics of the relationships between 
local individual power brokers and actors will all play a part.   

 
15 Baker, A., ‘Deadly Notes In The Night’, Time Magazine, 5 July 2006, 

http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,1209945,00.html 
16 Kilcullen, D., The Accidental Guerilla, (Hurst and Company, London, 2009), pp. 49-52. 
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The Taliban have employed numerous permutations of word and deed in order to 
generate fear. But the groups of insurgent fighters currently known as the Taliban are 
not a coherent body and are scattered across large areas of south and eastern 
Afghanistan and north west Pakistan. Consequently they have not applied these 
techniques in a coherent or consistent fashion. In fact, frequently their methods—and 
the messages they appear to wish to send—can contradict and confuse.  

The most prominent methods the Taliban have used to elicit fear include: 
 

a) Face to face threats and warnings 
b) Night letter threats and warnings 
c) Use of checkpoints to search and intimidate 
d) Proliferation of violence – particularly IEDs and suicide bombings, also 

attacks on government infrastructure, public buildings 
e) Punishment beatings and executions 
f) TV, Radio and the internet to propagate threats, messages and warnings 

 
The goals the Taliban are trying to achieve through the eliciting of fear probably 

include: 
 
a) Expansion of resistance against the international community in Afghanistan 

and against the Afghan government 
b) Compliance with Taliban instructions 
c) Non-compliance with ISAF, the international community or Afghan 

government instructions 
d) Disengagement of the population with the international community in 

Afghanistan and the Afghan government 
e) Adherence to Taliban defined interpretations of Islam and Sharia law  
 
It is possible to broadly divide up their fear appeal activities into the local—

primarily attempting to influence the Afghan population on the ground—and the 
strategic, attempting to influence the Afghan government and the international 
community.  

Local level 

Face to face communication and Night Letters 
 
At the local level, the Taliban are aiming a range of persuasion techniques at the 

key audience of the Afghan population. If the Taliban have any “comfort zone” when 
it comes to attempting to communicate and influence the population, it is at the local 
village or district level where they attempt to influence through direct face to face 
communications or the distribution of simple notes or leaflets—commonly known as 
“night letters”. Fear is used in a variety of ways—not purely the threat of punitive 
action. Local Taliban commanders, frequently coming from local tribes, can make for 
persuasive communicators, able to tap in to local concerns such as fear of 
international forces violating cultural values, ISAF use of excessive force or the 
destruction of livelihood (frequently poppy). Schools are perceived by the Taliban as 
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representing the encroachment of the state and the educational content as against the 
Taliban’s interpretation of Islam. Use of fear against schoolteachers and pupils 
appears to be particularly widespread and, perhaps because of the vulnerable nature of 
the target audience, effective.17 

Night letters are distributed by hand—at a central community location, such as a 
mosque, or pinned to a door of the individual or individuals towards whom their more 
specific message, threat or warning might be directed. It is in this format that the 
insurgency is probably at its most effective.18 Messages intended to generate fear and 
trigger particular actions as a result have included: 

 
g) warnings to avoid communicating with ISAF forces,  
h) to avoid working with ISAF or the Afghan government19,  
i) to stop sending girls to school  
j) or, to the teachers, to stop teaching at schools20,   
k) to avoid “un-Islamic” activities (as interpreted by the Taliban) 

 
Night letters are often accompanied by direct and violent action, such as, inter alia 

deployment of checkpoints, school burnings and the execution of “American spies”. 
Indeed, the effectiveness of Taliban use of fear appeal in influencing behavioural 
change appears to need underpinning by the Taliban use of violence to encourage 
compliance. 

Victims are often merely villagers seen talking to ISAF soldiers, or the victims of 
local Taliban settling old tribal scores. In a small, poorly educated, rural community, 
where information is limited and rumours are rife and unchallenged, fear—and 
compliance—can be quickly stimulated. 

 While such methods may not win the hearts of local villagers, the locals often 
become reluctant to be seen engaging with the international community or the Afghan 
Government, for fear of retribution. This lack of engagement is greatly hampering 
international and Afghan government efforts in the community—and an almost self-
fulfilling guarantee of failure. 

The Taliban communicate a range of messages and themes—and not all are based 
on Taliban threats of violence. Most effective are likely to be the ones that are 
tailored to the local circumstances and the fears and concerns of the local community, 
for example fears of foreign intervention and threats to livelihood and culture. Local 
audiences are exhorted to avoid interaction and cooperation of any sort with foreign 
civilian and military personnel and representatives of the Afghan government. Often, 
the Taliban message will deliver a fear eliciting message but presented as a gesture of 
concern or support for the local population, for example, to warn the population not to 
use particular roads or go near ISAF checkpoints or personnel in case they get caught 
in an attack. 

 
17 Human Rights Watch Report, http://www.hrw.org/reports/2006/afghanistan0706/4.htm#_ftn133 
18 Baker, L., ‘Taliban deliver silent death threats after midnight’, Reuters, 12 May 2008, 

http://in.reuters.com/article/southAsiaNews/idINIndia-33529220080512 
19 Human Rights Watch Report: ‘Understand that the person who helps launch an attack with infidels is no longer 

a member of Muslim community. Therefore, punishment of those who cooperate with infidels is the same as the 
[punishment of] infidels themselves. You should not cooperate in any way -- neither with words, nor with money nor 
with your efforts. Watch out not to exchange your honor and courage for power and dollar., 
http://www.hrw.org/reports/2006/afghanistan0706/4.htm#_ftnref146 

20 Human Rights Watch Report, http://www.hrw.org/legacy/campaigns/afghanistan/2006/education/letter1.htm 
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During the recent Afghan Presidential election in August 2009, the Taliban 
reportedly threatened to cut off the thumbs of any Afghans that had ink on their finger 
(the proof that that person had voted).21 This threat was widely reported in the 
international media. 

For months now Taliban fighters have been dropping messages in villages – so-called "night letters" – 
threatening to punish anyone who tries to vote on Thursday. One threat is that anyone found with 
indelible ink on their finger – given to anyone who casts a vote to prevent double-voting – will have their 
finger cut off.22 

There is little tangible evidence that this threat was carried out in anything other than 
the most isolated of incidents, although the threat was highly publicized. Although the 
election turnout was extremely low, analytically it is difficult to disentangle the 
numerous factors that contributed to this low turn out: fear of the Taliban (including 
direct fear-eliciting tactics, such as the threats to cut off voter’s fingers), fear of 
violence generally, disenchantment with the electoral process, disillusionment with 
the Afghan government or lack of progress across the country. But a clear theme 
throughout many of these fear eliciting messages is that the Taliban will punish those 
who have “collaborated” in some way, once the ISAF and Afghan government 
presence has gone. This is a translation of a night letter from 2007: 

We inform those people of Maroof district that serve Americans day and night and show the places of 
the Mujahedeen to them or those who dishonour sincere Muslims of the country that American guards 
will not always be there and we can catch you any time. We know the name and place of every person; 
learn a lesson from those who were loyal to Russians; (if God wills) soon you will come under the knife 
or bullet of Mujahedeen.23 

 
The strategic level  
 
Taliban messaging tone and style shifts to accommodate particular target 

audiences. At the strategic level they are attempting to generate fear within two other 
key groups—the Afghan government and the international community. Towards the 
Afghan government—and key organs of government and security, such as the army 
and police—are directed threats against “collaborators” together with regular attacks 
against army and police combined with “spectacular” one-off attacks in key strategic 
locations against key strategic targets.  Casualty rates amongst the Afghan National 
Army and Afghan National Police are high and undermine morale. The international 
community has some significant—and somewhat obvious—fears upon which the 
Taliban attempt to play: fear of “body bags”, fear of “defeat”, fear of an unending 
conflict, fear of killing Afghan civilians and fear of the population turning against it.  
In addition to a range of direct and violent attacks, the Taliban make extensive use of 
television, radio and the internet to exploit international concerns, generate fear and 
seek to influence the international community to disengage. 

 
21 Filkins, D., ‘Threats by Taliban May Sway Vote in Afghanistan’, The New York Times, 17 Aug. 2009, 

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/08/17/world/asia/17taliban.html 
22 Boone, J., ‘Taliban hardliners spread out to undermine Afghanistan election’, The Guardian, 18 Aug. 2009, 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2009/aug/18/taliban-afghanistan-election 
23 Johnson, T., ‘The Taliban Insurgency and an Analysis of Shabnamah (Night Letters)’, Small Wars and 

Insurgencies, Vol 18, Issue 3, P. 327, 1 Sep. 2007, 
http://www.informaworld.com/smpp/content~db=all?content=10.1080/09592310701674176 
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‘Propaganda of the deed’ – high profile attacks and the attrition of regular small 
scale events 

 
Arguably every military or terrorist action—or threat of action—attributed to the 

insurgency is, in some small way, an information operation intended to persuade and 
influence. Taliban messages of fear—threats, warnings, night letters and other 
instructions—may only be effective if underpinned by more direct Taliban actions 
and the target audience has the perception that failure to comply is highly likely to 
lead to punishment.  

The Taliban have increased the size, scale and confidence of their attacks and 
choice of targets over the last two years. Reports on the number of insurgency-related 
security incidents in 2008 suggest an increase of between 40 and 50 per cent.24 Kabul 
has been subject to numerous and high profile security incidents, representing a 
strategically significant collection of representatives of the international community,  
the Afghan government and the international media.   It is recognised by the Taliban 
as an important place to make an impact in the media arena. Any incident in Kabul 
gets a disproportionate amount of media attention and the Taliban understand that the 
media can often amplify the Taliban messages and help to shape the perception of the 
Taliban as a strategic and powerful force. On 14 January 2008, a suicide attack killed 
six people in the supposedly well-protected Serena hotel.  In April of that year, 
President Karzai survived a rocket and small arms attack while he attended a Kabul 
military parade. The media footage of Afghan National Army soldiers running for 
cover on an important national day was probably the most successful Taliban 
information operation of 2008. In February 2009 and January 2010, coordinated 
attacks, involving suicide bombers struck at government buildings in the centre of 
Kabul.25  

But effective and high profile Taliban ‘propaganda of the deed’ operations were not 
merely confined to urban areas and attacks of a terrorist nature. The Taliban also 
improved their capabilities in more conventional attacks, killing 9 US soldiers in a 
coordinated and ‘complex’ assault that almost overran a small US army outpost in the 
eastern province of Konar and killing 10 French soldiers in a separate incident.26 A 
further attack—although a military failure for the Taliban as the attackers were 
identified and intercepted before they could get close—saw coordinated attacks of 
several suicide bombers attacking a US base in south-eastern Afghanistan. These 
incidents generated a myriad of very pessimistic assessments in the media about 
Afghanistan’s prospects.27 

Eliciting fear amongst the international community 
 
 
24 Smith, G., ‘Taliban turning to more “complex” attacks’, The Globe and Mail, 26 Jan. 2009, 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com/servlet/story/RTGAM.20090126.wafghan26/BNStory/Afghanistan/home 
25 Oppel, R., ‘20 Dead as Taliban Attackers Storm Kabul Offices’, The New York Times, 11 Feb. 2009, 

http://www.nytimes.com/2009/02/12/world/asia/12afghan.html, and BBC, ‘Afghan capital Kabul hit by Taliban 
attack’, BBC News, 18 Jan 2010, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/8464763.stm 

26 Rondeaux, C., ‘Nine U.S. Soldiers Killed in Firefight: Insurgents Attack E. Afghanistan Base’, The Washington 
Post, 14 July 2008, <http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/story/2008/07/13/ST2008071302215.html and 
‘Afghan ambush kills French troops, BBC News, 19 Aug. 2008, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/south_asia/7569942.stm 

27 Williams, M., ‘ NATO flounders in Afghanistan’, The Guardian, 19 Aug. 2008, Lamb, C., ‘Taliban revival sets 
fear swirling through Kabul’, The Sunday Times, 28 Sep. 2008, Leithead, A., ‘Taliban at Kabul’s doorstep’, BBC, 13 
Aug. 2008.  
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Opinion polls suggest strongly that the unpopularity of the Taliban remains high 
amongst the bulk of the Afghan population. However, the unpopularity of the war 
amongst domestic international populations is increasing. The Canadians and Dutch 
have already announced their intention to withdraw their military commitment. The 
Taliban, through the course of eight years of insurgency, have learnt a significant 
amount about the fears and concerns of the international community. They have made 
increasing—and perhaps increasingly effective—efforts to play upon these fears, 
recognising that the resolve of the international community is a particularly 
vulnerable target. They also make statements, appeals or threats to individual nations. 
The Taliban regularly use television, radio and internet statements—they know these 
will be picked up by the international media—to routinely attack the issues they 
consider most likely to achieve this: 

 
a) the weakness in resolve of individual nations  

NATO member countries were grappling with economic crisis. Moreover, public opinion in these 
countries are against the sending of troops to Afghanistan; they are not ready to see more corpses and 
wounded soldiers of the war in Afghanistan.28 

b) casualties inflicted against ISAF forces 

In the year 2008 in Afghanistan, the fatalities of the invaders forces reached 5220, and the fatalities of 
their puppets Afghan army and police reached 7552. 2818 military vehicles belonging to the invaders 
forces and their puppet forces were destroyed, also 31 various aircraft were shot down. These are the 
facts that the enemy always tries to conceal, and with money and power gagged the mouths of the Media, 
and cast dust in the eyes of the international society. 29 

c) civilian casualties that ISAF might cause 

It is to be said with great sorrow and grief that the merciless crusaders once again resorted to killing tens 
of common people…last night as a result of a ruthless bombardment…In our view, the dreadful event in 
Kunduz is a clear-cut crime and intentional genocide. This can never be justified by saying this was a 
mistake. We urge the human rights watch and human rights advocacy institutes, the United Nations and 
all independent entities and governments to strongly condemn this event and fulfill their humane and 
moral duty to prevent such events from being repeated in future.30   

d) the prospect of a protracted and unresolvable conflict. 

The defeat of the invading foreign forces proves that the military approach chosen by the invaders as a 
strategy is not paying off. They will have to ponder over other options like withdrawal from Afghanistan 
and granting the Afghans their natural rights of independence and formation of an Islamic government of 
their choice. Otherwise, their economy and society will bleed like the former Soviet Union which 

 
28 Website routinely carrying Taliban statements,  ‘NATO Emergency meeting ends with no achievements’ 

http://www.theunjustmedia.com/Afghanistan/Statements/Feb09/NATO%20Emergency%20Meeting%20Ends%20Wit
h%20no%20Achievement.htm 

29 Website routinely carrying Taliban statements, ‘Statistics on the enemy fatalities for the year 2008’, 4 Jan. 
2009, 
http://www.theunjustmedia.com/Afghanistan/Statements/Jan09/Statistics%20of%20the%20enemies%20fatalities%20
for%20the%20year%202008.htm 

30 Website routinely carrying Taliban statements, ‘Regarding the mass murder of civilians in Konduz’, 5 Sep. 
2009, 
http://www.theunjustmedia.com/Afghanistan/Statements/Sept09/Regarding%20the%20Mass%20Murders%20of%20
Civilians%20in%20Kunduz.htm 
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disintegrated after occupying Afghanistan for ten years.31 

In these messages, the Taliban are careful to make use of Western terminology and 
selected quotes from Western analysis, news articles and government and NGO 
statements. They are likely to judge that the amplification given to Taliban claims by 
the Western media is an invaluable asset in propagating fear and concern amongst the 
international community and ultimately to weaken its resolve. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
31 Website routinely carrying Taliban statements, ‘Helmand, still the same as before’, 13 Nov. 2009, 

http://www.theunjustmedia.com/Afghanistan/Statements/Nov09/Helmand,%20still%20the%20same%20as%20before
.htm 
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5. Comparative examination of the use of fear-
eliciting tactics by Afghan and Pakistani Taliban 

The term “Taliban” does not represent a distinct group with a clear command 
hierarchy, ideology and goals. It is now widely accepted to represent a combination of 
several groupings of primarily Pushtun actors. They range from disillusioned farmers 
concerned about unemployment and the influence of foreign military forces through 
to old and well established groups of fighters, based on the power and prestige of 
individual mujahideen commanders (for example Gulbuddin Hekmatyar and 
Jalaluddin Haqqani). In particular, the groupings transcend the boundaries between 
Afghanistan and Pakistan and it is possible to talk of “Afghan Taliban” who operate 
primarily in Afghanistan but have much of their command networks and 
infrastructure based in Pakistan and “Pakistani Taliban” who are based in the North 
West Frontier Provinces and operate primarily in this area, with the intention of 
bringing their own interpretation of Sharia law to this area. The Pakistani Taliban are 
similarly a diverse collection of fighters recruited primarily from the fiercely 
independent tribal areas in north west Pakistan. 

The origins of both these groups are extremely similar—the same Pushtun tribal 
areas, with similar culture, language and goals—to bring under their areas of interest 
under their own control and subject it to their own interpretations of Islam. Both 
groupings—Afghan and Pakistani Taliban—have made and continue to make 
extensive use of fear in order to try and achieve their goals. Harsh physical 
punishments to those judged to have transgressed the laws of religion and culture and 
campaigns of terror, including suicide bombings, beheadings and intimidation have 
been employed in Pakistan in order to force populations to either conform or move 
away. 

 

The Taliban claimed responsibility on Friday for executing a man described as a spy for US and Afghan 
intelligence in North Waziristan. Leaflets justifying the slaying were distributed in the semi-autonomous 
Pashtun tribal region a day after Malang Rahim Jan’s bullet-ridden body was found. “With Allah’s 
blessing, Taliban captured this spy and gave him punishment according to Shariah (Islamic law),” read 
the leaflet, bearing a photograph of Jan, with his identification card pinned to his chest. The dead man 
was said to be an Afghan. The leaflet was titled “Da Jasoosi Anjam”, meaning “Fate of the Spy”. “He 
had reported that 10 Taliban centres were here,” the leaflet said. “He was working for Afghan 
intelligence.” 32 

  
Acquiring accurate information about the level, nature and effectiveness of the use 

of fear appeal by the Taliban is difficult. In terms of the differences in application of 
fear appeal tactics between these two Taliban groupings, it is even harder and 
possible to make only some general observations. 

The Pakistani Taliban (Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan—TTP) appear to employing 
harsher and more indiscriminate use of fear and the emphasis is on a slightly different 
target audience. They appear to be focused more on particular elements of the local 

 
32 Reuters, ‘We killed ‘spy’ in Waziristan, say Taliban’, 30 Sep. 2006, Daily Times, 

http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=2006\09\30\story_30-9-2006_pg7_18 
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population, to drive away teachers, lawyers, and doctors. This is perhaps because the 
human, administrative and civilian infrastructure in areas such as the Swat valley is 
more sophisticated—certainly by Afghan standards—and there may have been more 
to be gained from the more overt use of violence as a fear eliciting tactic: 

"The Taliban often come into the city from surrounding areas to terrorize, to spread panic and fear," 
Peshawar mayor Mohammed Umar Khan says. "We in Peshawar are paying the price, losing our people, 
our economy and our businesses… through a campaign of bombings, kidnappings and murders, the 
militants are increasingly imposing on Peshawar the rigid religious restrictions that are already enforced 
in Swat, Waziristan, and other northwestern areas that have succumbed to Taliban control.33 

The Pakistani Taliban appear to have a different approach to the media, making 
more extensive use of radio broadcasts, and have greater engagement in local politics, 
taking full advantage of the extensive communications infrastructure available in 
Pakistan. The Pakistani Taliban also seem to make greater efforts to intimidate local 
journalists. This, again, may be because of the more advanced communications 
infrastructure and the fact that there are more journalists around.34 

The Afghan Taliban appear more aware of the dangers inherent in targeting the 
Afghan population and indeed appear to have made significant efforts to codify and 
improve behaviour of the fighters to get them to avoid indiscriminate use of violence 
where possible. In February 2008, The Afghan Taliban leader, Mullah Omar, 
reportedly order an end to beheadings of suspects due to public outcry.35 The 
Pakistani Taliban appear to have retained this method.36 

There are perhaps a few possible reasons for this. The TTP seem to have stronger 
links to Al Qa’ida and have regularly entertained a wider range of foreign fighters in 
their midst Attitudes towards the nature and extent of the use of fear are likely to be 
influenced significantly by the inclinations and interpretations of local commanders. 
The rise of particularly ruthless local leaders amongst the Pakistani Taliban may in 
some way account for local excesses, for example Baitullah and Hakimullah Mehsud. 
Conversely, part of the reason for an Afghan Taliban shift away from excessive use of 
fear tactics might have been as a result of the death of Afghan Taliban military 
commander Mullah Dadullah. Up until his death at the hands of ISAF and Afghan 
forces in 2007, he had been perhaps the key Taliban advocate of suicide bombings 
and had aligned himself with global jihadi sentiment.  

But similar analytical problems to that of Afghanistan remain: access to usable date 
pertaining to the use of fear in the NWFP is limited and unreliable. Furthermore, 
opportunities to develop and directly implement counter-measures to Pakistani 
Taliban use of fear appeal will likely be more difficult, given the difficulty of direct 
access for the international community and ISAF forces. 

 
 

 
33 Trofimov, Y., ‘Taliban's Reign of Fear Spreads in Pakistani City’, The Wall Street Journal, 20 May 2009, 

http://online.wsj.com/article/SB124275632507935565.html#printMode 
34 Reporters without Borders, ‘Pakistan: Fear imposed by Taliban in Swat Valley restricts freedom of expression’, 

Reporters without Borders press release, 2 Apr. 2009, 
http://www.hrea.org/lists2/display.php?language_id=1&id=12114 

35 ‘Taliban chief orders change in mode of executions’, IRIN, 4 Feb. 2008, 
http://www.irinnews.org/report.aspx?ReportID=76561 

36 ‘Pakistani Taliban behead 2 Sikhs’, India Today, 21 Feb. 2010, 
http://indiatoday.intoday.in/site/Story/85087/World/Pak+Taliban+beheads+Sikh+youth.html. 
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6. Conclusions – how effective is the Taliban use of 
fear? 

Proving the effectiveness, or ineffectiveness, of Taliban use of fear is difficult. 
However, it must be an essential step before counter-measures—of any sort—can be 
drawn up. Fear appeal efforts assessed to be ineffective for, or counter-productive to, 
the Taliban’s efforts to control or influence behaviour can be ignored (or perhaps 
even encouraged). Theoretical writings on fear appeal, although inconclusive, have 
suggested that fear appeal may not always be effective.  

 

Campaigns which attempt to use fear as part of a punishment procedure are unlikely to succeed…fear is 
most likely to be effective if the campaign allows for the desired behaviour to be reinforced by a 
reduction in the level of fear.37  

 
Opinion polls continue to show consistently that the Taliban remain greatly 

unpopular overall.38 Such evidence that there is, is generally localised, anecdotal and 
difficult to quantify. Wahee Mozhdah, a former Afghan foreign ministry advisor said 
in an interview: ‘The Taliban like to show themselves as powerful and their enemy as 
weak—I don’t know how much the people believe that in the villages’.39 Thomas 
Johnson’s excellent analysis of Taliban night letters, although suggesting that such 
‘Shabnamah’ could be ‘…devastatingly effective…’ in some areas, concluded, when 
discussing the support of the Afghan populace for the Taliban, that ‘…it is impossible 
to evaluate specifically how the Taliban’s night letter campaign contributed to this 
“support”…’.40  

Furthermore, Taliban fear eliciting effectiveness is difficult to disentangle from 
other Taliban factors that influence behaviour and perception. Why might a local 
village have disengaged with ISAF? Could it be attributable to Taliban messages (e.g. 
night letters and face to face talks) that have convinced them to support the Taliban or 
the fear that was generated because one of them was shot by the Taliban for talking to 
an ISAF patrol? Or because they are frustrated by international community failure to 
bring any benefit to their area? Or because ISAF air strikes killed local villagers last 
month? Or any permutation of these? 

In terms of over-arching themes, The Taliban are somewhat uncoordinated and 
contradictory in their efforts to persuade and influence. Nevertheless, in key areas—
predominantly the rural Pushtun areas—they still show themselves to be able to shape 
behaviour, even if it is only to encourage “fence-sitting” on the part of the populace. 

 
37 Soames, R.F., Effective and Ineffective Use of Fear in Health Promotion Campaigns, American Journal of 

Public Health 1988, Vol. 78, No.2, pp 163-167  
38 ‘Q9. Who would you rather have ruling Afghanistan today? Current government - 90%, the Taliban - 6%...Q17. 

Do you strongly support, somewhat support, somewhat oppose or strongly oppose the presence of the following 
groups in Afghanistan today? The Taliban: strongly support – 3%, somewhat support – 7%’, Survey conducted for 
ABC News, the BBC and ARD by the Afghan Center for Socio-Economic and Opinion Research (ACSOR) based in 
Kabul, 23 Dec. 2009. 

39 MacDonald, H., ‘Taliban's propaganda war in Afghanistan’ Al Jazeera 16 Oct. 07, 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5jCUeUNbnQE 

40 Johnson, T., ‘The Taliban insurgency and an analysis of Shabnamah (Night Letters)’, Small Wars and 
Insurgencies, 1 Sep. 2007, http://dx.doi.org/10.1080/09592310701674176 
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The Taliban recognise the value of engaging with the population and, where possible, 
avoiding tactics based on pure fear. While they are still frequently clumsy, Taliban 
messages at both local and strategic levels have highlighted the efforts of their 
fighters to avoid civilian casualties and the importance of developing—and 
enforcing—codes of conduct, such as avoiding civilian casualties. In contrast with the 
Pakistani Taliban, the Afghan Taliban appear more advanced in their understanding 
that the use of excessive violence may be counter-productive.  

The utmost effort should be made to avoid civilian casualties…Whenever any official, soldier, contractor 
or worker of the slave government is captured, these prisoners cannot be attacked or harmed.41  

But although the days of Mullah Dadullah’s “we have the Islamic right to kill 
journalists” may now be gone, a media-friendly Taliban that employs co-ordinated, 
politically aware, coherent and audience-sensitive methods of persuasion has not yet 
arrived. There are almost certainly areas that can be exploited here. 

It is possible to make a few judgements. The use of fear eliciting tactics remains a 
significant element of the Taliban’s efforts to influence both the behaviour of the 
Afghan population and the international community. The direct use of violence in 
local and strategic environments will continue to be important to underpin the 
credibility of their efforts to influence behaviour, where messages are to be effective. 
Measurement of the Taliban’s use of fear appeal and its effectiveness is very hard: 
evidence is anecdotal, definition difficult and the understanding of how fear 
motivations work amongst the different communities in Afghanistan is limited. 

Where the Taliban’s use of fear has been effective in some way, the impact is often 
short-term or even unquantifiable. It is often difficult to differentiate between use of 
fear appeal and other forms of persuasion. It is also likely that some forms of fear 
appeal are counter-productive to the Taliban. Although measurement of Taliban 
effectiveness is difficult, the Taliban have had some success in the use of fear appeal: 

a) Weakening the resolve of the international community 
b) Increasing recruitment to the insurgency 
c) Achieving disengagement of the population from government and 

international community efforts 
d) Curtailing of ISAF military operations (air strikes, use of artillery, house to 

house searches, etc) 
e) Closing down schools and restricting educational opportunities 
 
The Taliban preference, in the case of the Afghan population, is evolving to prefer 

to engage directly with the population and elicit compliance with Taliban instructions 
without having to resort to fear-eliciting methods based on violence. The extent to 
which the Taliban are able to calibrate and control the use of fear eliciting tactics is 
likely to be low. But middle- and senior-level Taliban commanders appear to 
increasingly recognise that fear eliciting tactics based on violence—particularly of an 
indiscriminate nature—may not always have the desired impact on behaviour of a 
target group.  

 
41 Al Jazeera, quoting the Taliban in ‘Taliban issues code of conduct’, AlJazeera.net, 28 July 2009, 

http://english.aljazeera.net/news/asia/2009/07/20097278348124813.html 
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Given the fragmented nature of the groups of fighters known as the Taliban, 
highlights of which include poor command and control and over-zealous individual 
commanders, Taliban understanding of the limitations and dangers in using fear 
appeal is hampered, despite efforts of higher command to enforce codes of conduct.  
In the case of the international community, such self-imposed restraint is much less 
evident (suicide attacks, threats and attacks on NGOs). However, increasing Taliban 
effort is being applied to understanding and communicating in the international 
media, in order to exploit the psychological fears of the international community. 

Fear eliciting tactics are likely to be most effective in generating compliance from 
within the local, rural, population at the village and district level when:  

 
a) education is limited 
b) alternative information sources are unavailable to the population,  
c) the occurrence of the fear (particularly a violent attack) is perceived to be likely  
d) there is little or no international or Afghan government presence in evidence 
e) or that presence has been judged ineffective. 
 
Extensive, intensive and prolonged employment of fear eliciting tactics—

particularly direct violence—will almost certainly cause its impact to dwindle. In the 
longer-term it might even become counter-productive. Fear eliciting tactics are more 
likely to be of temporary impact than other forms of persuasion based on presenting 
and winning an argument in favour of adopting a particular form of behaviour.  

Messages that elicit fear of external factors (air strikes, foreigners, military 
occupation, corrupt warlords, corrupt and incompetent government, corrupt police 
force…) rather than fear of the Taliban themselves may be of longer-lasting impact 
and probably of better value to the Taliban when trying to influence population 
behaviour. Taliban violent acts of punishment based on Sharia law (beatings, 
amputations and executions) should probably not be counted as fear eliciting tactics, 
particularly in Pushtun rural areas where they are more likely to be culturally 
acceptable. 
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7. Conclusions and possible counter-strategies 

The Taliban’s use of fear appeal is separating parts of the population from the 
efforts of the Afghan government and the international community to stabilise and 
rebuild the country. It is also weakening the resolve of the international community. It 
is a threat that needs to be countered: but it needs to be better understood first. The 
fears of the different Afghan and international groups that the Taliban are trying to 
exploit—particularly of the less well known rural populations of Afghanistan—need 
to be studied in more detail. In addition, the use of fear appeal must be seen, assessed 
and addressed in the context of wider Taliban information operations: the variety of  
means of persuasion, influence and controlling tactics. Fear appeal is not a standalone 
problem that can be addressed as such, neither is it an issue that readily yields up 
“quick win” solutions. 

Although we can conclude that Taliban use of fear is a threat that needs to be 
countered, it is difficult to judge which elements are effective and to what degree. 
Fear appeal may be a short-term and inefficient tactic. In the long run it may be 
working against the Taliban.  

Other issues that would need to be addressed before a counter-strategy could be 
initiated:  

 
a) What aspects of Taliban fear appeal need countering? 
b) Who is to counter them, how and at what level (is this a battlegroup effort at 

village and district level, a brigade plan, and ISAF strategy or an 
international community and Afghan government “comprehensive 
approach”? 

c) Countering fear appeal must be coordinated with other information 
operations campaigns 

d) Messages need to be coordinated with political, military and development 
messages on the ground (e.g. what the current line on poppy eradication is, 
whether negotiations with the Taliban are underway, ISAF operations, state 
of ANA/ANP development, state of latest elections, other Afghan 
government or international community initiatives…)  

e) Those best placed to advise on countering Taliban fear appeal are probably 
Afghans and Pakistanis, ideally Pushtuns, village elders and community 
leaders or former members of the Taliban  

 
But there are perhaps two approaches to adopt: one which reactively looks to 

protect the international community and the Afghan population and government from 
Taliban fear appeal efforts. The other half of the battle must surely be to identify the 
fears of the Taliban—of which there are many (see Annex 1)—and proactively move 
to target and exploit these.  

Reactive counter-strategies 
 
Reactive counter-strategies would involve understanding the fears that the Taliban 

are trying to exploit and trying to mitigate them. Which fear eliciting tactics are 
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causing the most damage to IC/Afghan govt/ISAF efforts and therefore most urgently 
need addressing? Can any of the Taliban efforts be discounted?  

It is clearly desirable to identify the local fears that the Taliban are exploiting and 
remove the fear. This is of course easier said than done. But simply countering 
Taliban messages with ISAF and Afghan government messages that, as examples,  
advocate working with the government, rejecting poppy cultivation and voting in the 
elections is likely to be of marginal value unless it can be backed up with tangible 
activity that can be demonstrated to work on the ground.   

What comes through quite clearly—albeit anecdotally—from the populace is the 
idea that, although the Taliban are unpopular, the Taliban can never be ignored in 
areas—and are often obeyed—where there is no credible international or government 
security presence. In essence, this means that perhaps the best prospects for 
countering Taliban fear appeal strategies at the local level are “Clear, Hold and 
Build”. A culturally-sensitive, visible, predictable and permanent presence of ISAF 
that provides reassurance, but, crucially, transitions into trustworthy Afghan security 
forces and the growth of local and central government infrastructure capable of 
developing a local economy and administering justice that is seen to be fair. This 
would provide reassurance to counter most of the fears the Taliban are using as 
weapons. 

Proactive counter-strategies 
 
There are numerous contradictions inherent in the Taliban’s efforts to influence, 

control and persuade—threats, and actual use, of violence may temporarily win 
minds, but not hearts. Proactive attack on Taliban messages may be more damaging 
to them than, for example, reactively chasing Taliban claims that ISAF has caused 
civilian casualties. The Taliban are not achieving a nationwide “Jihad” and are not 
popular with the vast majority of the population—this could be highlighted more 
clearly. There have been several instances of anti-Taliban activity (violence or 
protests) on both sides of the Afghan-Pakistan border in response to Taliban use of 
violence/FET, for example the Taliban using child suicide bombers and attacks 
against aid workers.42 These could be tracked and exploited through the media. 

The Taliban demonstrate themselves weak and contradictory when dealing with 
negative press, for example having to justify (or deny) an attack that kills civilians. 
Despite increasing awareness in the use of communications media, there remains 
minimal effort to promote and explain themselves in terms politics, reconstruction, 
employment, rebuilding the country, treatment of ethnic groups, international 
relations, human rights. Taliban messages rarely stray beyond that of continued 
conflict and this is where the Taliban are very vulnerable—they appear, after eight 
years, to have failed to draw up any plans for the future government of the country—
let alone any plans that would appeal to the vast majority of the population.   

 
 
 
 

 
42 ‘Thousands protest killing of Afghan civilians by Taliban’, AFP, 24 Oct. 2008, 

http://www.canada.com/topics/news/world/story.html?id=c681d3d8-7915-475a-ae2f-534ef455faeb 
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Final remarks 
 
Even eight years on, little is understood about the Afghans and how they react, 

think, feel and prioritise. Fear appeal is a narrow—perhaps even unhelpfully so—
subset study of the wider issue of Taliban methods of persuasion and influence: their 
goals, effectiveness and vulnerabilities. But what appears most important—and 
lacking—is an understanding of Taliban effectiveness at information operations. 
Studies routinely declare the Taliban sophisticated and effective but fail to offer 
plausible evidence.  

Taliban embracing of late 20th century media methods (mobile phones, TV, email, 
internet and websites) does not guarantee that their results are necessarily 
sophisticated or effective. But if it is not possible to say which parts of Taliban media 
activities are of most danger to the international community and Afghan government 
efforts it will remain difficult to know where best to allocate scarce resources to 
counter them. There will remain a risk that ISAF will continually be reacting to 
Taliban claims instead of creating proactive strategies to exploit Taliban 
vulnerabilities and fears. 

Further supporting research or study might helpfully look at: 
• A wider paper on “How effective are Taliban persuasion techniques and how 

can they best be countered?” 
• What data is available on the ground for exploitation regarding Taliban 

communication efforts and effectiveness and how can we collect it? 
• How can we judge Taliban media effectiveness? 
• How can we judge Afghan popular reaction to fear? 
• How is fear used by, within and between key groups in Afghanistan? 
• More detailed look at use of fear in Helmand (or other provinces/districts)?  
• An examination of the way in which fear operates on international 

groups/nations/NGOs, etc? 
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